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Team officials’meeting
Friday, June 7th Kisakallio

◦ Agenda

◦ Middle and Long, chase start

◦ Questions and answers



Organisation

Chairman Pekka Väisänen 
Senior event advisor Göran Andersson (SWE)
National controller Hannu Pyy
Course planner (middle and long, chase) Hannu Lammi/ Atte Lahtinen on behalf of Mr. Lammi
Secretary General Pauliina Lankinen
Member of the board Annamari Vierikko

Jury 

Petteri Palmi, FIN
Lars Lindstrøm, DEN
Christine Luescher-Fogtmann, SUI

The team leaders Lindstrøm and Luescher-Fogtman have to be accepted by team officials meeting



From Kisakallio event center to Tervalampi about 30 min.

(ca 30 km) 

- guidance from Tervalammentie (1215) to quarantine parking

- All athletes go straight to quarantine, where there is a warm up
area, indoor shelter, toilets and drinking water available

- Coffee, tee, sandwiches and snacks can be bought by cash at the
quarantine

- coaches are allowed to stay at quarantine but they cannot return
once left the quarantine

- Coaches are allowed to go to prestart. If they leave the prestart, 
they must go straight to the competition center and not return to 
quarantine or prestart

- Remember to take emiTags to quarantine, 

- Safety pins are provided by the organiser

Middle and Long Chase start
Tervalampi arena 8.-9.6.2019



Middle distance
Saturday June 8th

- Quarantine opens at 8.30 and closes 9.20

- Bibs and gps vests (if needed) are given in the quarantine. Competitors are
called into the equipment preparation shelter about 27 minutes before their
allocated starting time

- Athletes are allowed to leave the quarantine 25 min before the start. Just 
before leaving the quarantine emiTags are checked and GPS-tracker added. 

- Distance to prestart 1,5 km by marked route, mainly forest. Follow the route!

- Coaches are not allowed to return to the quarantine by marked route. 
Instead they use the gravel road going straight to the competition center

- Bags from the quarantine and jackets from the start will be transported to 
the team area located at the competition center



Quarantine Middle
Tervalampi 8.6.2019



Middle distance
Saturday June 8th

Correction

The control descriptions in the map have a mistake:

Control code 107, control description small hill should
be knoll

07107 107

Separate control descriptions have the correct symbol



Long, chase start
Sunday June 9th

- Quarantine opens at 8.45 and closes 9.30. Same place as in middle distance

- Bibs and gps vests (if needed) are given in the quarantine.

- Competitors are escorted out of the quarantine in three groups. 1: 0-10 min behind the
lead, 2: 10-20 min behind the lead, 3: all remaining. W 9.45-9.55-10.05/M 11.00-11.10-
11.20

- Distance to prestart at the event centre 1,5 km along the road. 

- Bags from the quarantine will be transported to the team area located at the competition
center



Questions

General questions

Are there toilets at the pre start? -Yes

Which is  the distance to the startpoint? -You’ll see

Are we allowed to bring the Model map to the Quarantine? -OK

In which events do you have an arena passage? -You’ll see

How big is the prestart area for both middle and long? -Big enough for warming up

Is it possible to warm up in the quarantine? -Yes

Is there shade and water at prestart for both middle and long? -No tents, no buildings, water available

Will real time or start time be shown on entrance to prestart both middle and long? -Real time

Are there arena passage on chasing start for both men and women? -You’ll see

Are there both water and sportsdrink on refreshments point? –sportsdrink and water

How will the coaches get to the arena from prestart? -On foot, by marked route



Questions

Middle

Is it possible to provide a water control anyhow due to the heat? –There will be water 
available at the control 9, which is about half way of both women’s and men’s 
competition. 

Chasing start

Are the spectator race controls different (control numbers or other)? -Yes

Map change 1 men: is the last control of the first map marked with a triangle or a circle on 
the new map? -Circle

Are the control codes next to the control numbers or only on the control descriptions?        
-Only on the control descriptions



EmiTag


